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CFAR degrades seriously. In order to improve the
performance detection in this situation, several detectors
are proposed based on the order statistic technique: the
OS-CFAR [4], the GOSCA-CFAR [5], the OSGO-CFAR
and the OSSO-CFAR [6].

Abstract—In this paper we generalize the GOSCA-CFAR,
the OSGO-CFAR and the OSSO-CFAR detectors for the
MIMO (Multi Input Multi Output) radars. We derive closeform expressions of the probability of false alarm (Pfa) and
the probability of detection (Pd) in homogeneous
environment. The comparison of these detectors for a nonhomogeneous clutter environment showed that the OSSOCFAR has better performance when the number of
interfering is high. 
Index Terms—MIMO
CFAR, OSSO-CFAR
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INTRODUCTION

MIMO radar is characterized by using multiple
antennas to simultaneously transmit diverse (possibly
linearly independent) waveforms and by utilizing
multiple antennas to receive the reflected signals [1].
This concept has the ability to improve radar
performance, in terms of false alarm rate and detection,
by exploiting radar cross section (RCS) diversity [2].
Based on antennas spatial diversity, two types of MIMO
radars have been broadly discussed in literature; the
coherent MIMO radar “co-located” and the statistical one
“widely separated”, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
One important difference between the two
configurations is the signal model: Widely Separated
antennas take advantage of the spatial properties of
extended targets while the target is modeled as a point
with no spatial property for co-located antennas.
In other words, Widely Separated antennas see
different independent aspects of the target while the colocated antennas see the same target RCS up to some
known relative delay due to the geometries of the
antennas [3].
In radar automatic detection system, adaptive threshold
is a necessary unit to keep the false alarm rate constant
under the noise level variation and interferences.
Cell-Averaging (CA-CFAR) gives the optimum
estimation for independent and identical exponential
distributed cell samples in homogenous environments.
The presence of interfering targets is a case of the nonhomogeneous background which can occur in a real
situation. In this situation the performance of the CA-

Figure 1. MIMO radar concept.

Target detection in MIMO radars has the interest of
several works in the Neyman-Pearson sense [7], [8] or
using the Generalized Likelihood Ratio [9].
Recently, Janatian [10] has generalized the CA-CFAR,
the SO-CFAR, the OS-CFAR and the ACMLD
(Automatic Censored Mean-Level Detector) for the
Widely Separated MIMO radars in homogeneous and
non-homogeneous clutter (presence of interfering targets).
In this paper, we generalize the GOSCA-CFAR,
OSGO-CFAR and the OSSO-CFAR for Widely
Separated MIMO radars in the Neyman-Pearson sense.
Close form expressions for Pfa and Pd of these detectors
in a homogeneous background are derived, assuming a
white Gaussian noise model.
The paper is organized as follow: signal model in
MIMO radar is developed in section 2, in section 3 we
define mathematical models for MIMO radars of the
proposed detectors in a homogeneous background.
Results and discussions for the performance of the
generalized detectors in homogeneous and in the presence
of interfering targets are presented in section 4.
Conclusions are drawn in section 5.
II.

We consider a MIMO radar system that has M transmit
antennas and N receive antennas with all the antennas
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widely separated as shown in Fig. 1.a. It is supposed that
the mth transmitter transmits a signal E M sm t  , where E
is the total transmitted power and sm t   1 . This means
that systems with a lower number of nodes (couples TxRx) have an increased available power per node. In other
words, each of the M transmitters is provided with a
power of E . The nth received signal is modelled as
2

M

follows:
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where sm(t) is the mth transmitted signal, e(t) additive
thermal noise, αm,n given by the following expression is a
complex coefficient including the amplitude and the
phase of the received signal.
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Assuming that orthogonal waveforms are transmitted,
such that, they can be separated in each receiver, the
received signal after the matched filtering can be
expressed as:

qm,n   m,n  nm,n

(3)

The MIMO radar detection problem can be formulated
in terms of the binary hypothesis test as follow:
n,
Q0  
  n,

Figure 2. MIMO radar concept.

The structure of the received data is shown in Fig. 2,
where the range gating method is employed in only one
angular-resolution cell Fig. 2.a. Each receiver can sense
the echoes of all transmitters, therefore, this structure can
be formulated as a matrix with M*N columns and each
column contains a CUT (grey cells) plus 2*L reference
cells as shown in Fig. 2.b.

H0
H1

Under hypothesis H0, target declared absent in the
received signal and the signal contains only clutter. Under
hypothesis H1, target declared present in the received
signal and the signal contains both target and clutter.
The classical Neyman-Pearson detector which uses the
Likelihood ratio test is given by:
T q0   Log

Pq0 H1 
≷γ
Pq0 H 0 

III.

MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR MIMO RADARS

A block diagram of the GOSCA, the OSGO and the
OSSO CFAR detectors for conventional radars is shown
in Fig. 3.

(4)

where P(q0| H1) and P(q0| H0) are the probability density
functions of the observation vector under the hypothesis
target present or absent respectively. The threshold γ is
determined by tolerated level of false alarms.
This structure is equivalent to the following [2]:
2

Q0 ≷ γ

(5)

where Q0 is the matched filter outputs for the cell under
test and for a CFAR processing

2

Q0 is the sum of the

CUT powers and γ=T*Z is a threshold multiplier, where
Z is the noise power level estimation and T is the scale
parameter.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the proposed CFAR detectors in
conventional radars.
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where the GOSCA uses the SUM, the OSGO uses the
MAXIMUM and the OSSO uses the MINIMUM of the
two local estimators.
In this section we analyze the proposed CFAR
detectors for MIMO radars.
Indeed, target in the test cell of each receiver is
assumed to be fluctuating according to the Swerling I
model. We assume that the noise in each receiver is white
Gaussian noise, and the detection envelope is Rayleigh
distributed; hence, test cells and reference cells are
exponential distributed, and assumed to be independent
and identically distributed. The probability density
function (PDF) of the test cells is:

f t  

 t
exp  

 
1

The probabilities of false alarm (Pfa) and detection (Pd)
can be obtained by using the contour integral, which can
be expressed in terms of the residue theorem [15]:
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where Res[.] denotes the residue, si0 and si1 are the poles
of the moments generating functions M q H s  and
0
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0
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the hypothesis H0 and H1 respectively, lying in the left
half S-plane. M z  Ts is the MGF of the noise power

where λ= μ when H0 is assumed and λ= μ*(1+SNR) when
H1 is assumed. SNR indicate the signal to noise power
ratio and μ is the background noise average power.
According to the previous assumptions, (5) takes the
following expression:

level estimated at z=-Ts. The MGFs M q H s  and
0
0

M q0 H1 s  are given by:

MN

q0   q0 j ≷ γ
j 1

where q0j is the CUT in each column which has an
exponential distribution, thus, q0 has a Gamma
distribution:
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B. Generalization of the OSGO-CFAR
The same scheme of the GOSCA-CFAR is used to
generalize the OSGO-CFAR for MIMO radars where the
MAXIMUM operator is employed in place of the SUM:

So we have:
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where
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The probability of false alarm and detection become:
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The moment generating function of Z is given by the
product of the two moments generating functions of X
and Y (X and Y are independent):
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residue at a pole of order n is given by:
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where there is only one pole of order MN at
under
hypothesis
H0
and
s0  1 

A. Generalization of the GOSCA-CFAR
To generalize this detector for MIMO radars, first, all
leading cells U and lagging ones V are ranked separately
in ascending order and the two kth (k=3MNL/4) largest
samples are selected, the noise power level estimation
uses the SUM of the two local estimators Z=X+Y. The
PDF of Z is given by [11]:

f z z   f x  z  * f y z 
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where U(k) and V(k) are the kth (k=3MNL/4) largest
samples in the leading and lagging parts U and V, the
PDF of Z is given by:

f zOSGO z   2 fU ( k ) z FU ( k ) z 

non-homogenous situation (interfering targets). Results
are given for a design Pfa of 10-4, L=8 and k takes
different values that depend on the number of nodes (MN)
considered.
For the MIMO concept, we assume that interfering
targets have the same radar cross section as the target in
the CUT.
Fig. 4 shows the Pd of these detectors versus SNR (dB)
in a homogeneous background in the case of one node
MN=1 (SISO), two nodes MN=2 (one transmitter M=1
and two receivers N=2) and in the case of four nodes
MN=4 (two transmitters M=2 and two receivers N=2).
We observe form this Figure that the GOSCA-CFAR
detector has the best performance and the OSSO-CFAR
detector has the smallest performance, which is well
known in comparison of the performance of these
detectors for the SISO concept.
We can observe from this Figure also that where the
number of nodes increases best performance is obtained.
In other word, less values of SNR are needed in MIMO
radar to achieve the same detection performance
compared to the SISO one.
Fig. 5 shows the Pd for the proposed detectors in a
homogeneous background in the case of four nodes
(MN=4); in this case, according to the receivers number,
two different configurations are presented: one
transmitter M=1 and four receivers N=4 or two
transmitters M=2 and two receivers N=2.
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After some calculations, the probability of false alarm
of the OSGO is found to be:
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find the probability of

detection of the OSGO –CFAR.
C. Generalization of the OSSO-CFAR
As the generalization scheme of the GOSCA-CFAR
and the OSGO-CFAR the OSSO-CFAR uses the
MINIMUM operator as follow:
Z  min U k  , Vk  
(26)
where U(k) and V(k) are the kth (k=3MNL/4) largest
samples in the leading and lagging parts U and V, the
PDF of Z is given by: :
f zOSSO z   2 fU ( k ) z   f zOSGO z 

Figure 4. Pd of the different detectors versus SNR(dB) in homogenous
background for pfa=10-4 , for diferent number of nodes MN=1, 2 and 4
(M=1).
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After some calculations, the probability of false alarm
of the OSGO is found to be:
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find the probability of

detection of the OSSO –CFAR.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Figure 5. Pd of the different detectors versus SNR(dB) in homogenous
background for pfa=10-4 , k=24, for 4 nodes in two case (M=1, N=4)
and (M=2, N=2).

In this section, we present the performance of the
CFAR detectors described above in homogenous and
©2016 Int. J. Sig. Process. Syst.
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non-homogeneous environment. The obtained results
have shown that the OSSO-CFAR has best performance
in the case of a high number of interferences.
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Figure 6. Pd of the different detectors versus SNR(dB) in the presence
of five interfering targets for pfa=10-4 , k=24 and MN=2 (M=1, N=2).

It is observed from this Figure that the number of
receivers influence on the detection performance. So,
when the number of nodes is kept constant, the
configuration which has a high number of receivers gives
best performance.
In presence of interfering targets, Fig. 6 shows the
performance detection comparison of the different
detectors in the presence of five (5) interfering targets in
the case of two nodes (M=1, N=2). Where we observe
that when the number of interfering targets increases, the
OSSO-CFAR has best performance and the performance
of the GOSCA and the OSGO-CFAR degrade seriously.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have analyzed the detection
performance of the GOSCA, OSGO and the OSSOCFAR detectors for MIMO radars in homogeneous and
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